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Coding for Safety & Traceability in the Food Supply Chain

Quickly recognizing and rectifying a food product recall can minimize major 
financial and public safety consequences. Without proper systems in place,  
your reputation, your finances and the health of your customers is at risk.

“ According to data from the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, approximately 
48 million people get sick each year from a 
foodborne illness, while another 130,000 are 
hospitalized.”  — Food Safety Magazine

Product identification in the form of  
date codes, lot codes and batch codes is  
a crucial step in the supply chain — one 
which is necessary to trace and recall 
defective products.

Food Safety Modernization Act guidelines 
are driving towards total transparency in 
food product ingredients with consumers 
expected to know where their products 
originated. This white paper will compare 
the merits of automated marking and coding 
solutions and how these solutions support 
product traceability goals and consumer 
expectations.



WHAT IS CONTINUOUS INKJET CODING?

Continuous inkjet (CIJ) is a form of non-contact printing. With a wide 
range of inks, CIJ printers can mark alphanumerics and barcodes 
on virtually any surface — porous, non-porous, flat or curved 
— through electronically charged ink droplets. Because of its 
versatility, CIJ is the preferred option for manufacturers with high 
speed production lines running a variety of different packaging types.

WHAT IS LASER CODING?

Laser coding is another form of non-contact printing and its 
permanent mark makes it a great option to prevent counterfeiting. 
This method is more environmentally friendly because it does not 
require any inks or fluids. While the initial investment costs for 
a laser printer are higher than the entry cost of a CIJ printer, the 
trade-off is there are no costs for ink consumables. Certain safety 
precautions if operating a laser are also a consideration for your 
production environment.

WHAT IS THERMAL JET CODING?

Thermal jet (TIJ) coding is another form of non-contact printing 
occasionally seen on primary product packaging. However, it is more 
commonly used on secondary packaging such as tray packs. This 
technology uses a cartridge based ink delivery system and offers a 
high resolution print. The cartridge system makes this coding process 
exceptionally easy to use and has a low entry cost compared to other 
coding processes. It is often the product of choice on flat, porous 
packaging that is moving at a medium to slow speed on a production 
line. An additional benefit of TIJ coding is it has the most minimal 
footprint, which may be a requirement for a production line that is 
crowded with other equipment and for which space is a premium.



COMPARISON OF KEY FEATURES

Packaging Considerations

Plastic bags and pouches,  
glass, metal cans, flow packs  
and shrink wrap

Glass, plastics, papers and rubber

Paper, chipboard, corrugate and films

Variety of inks available with 
different adhesion properties  
as well as colors

Does not use inks or solvents  
(making it a greener solution)

Cartridges available in a variety  
of colors and adhesion profiles
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CREATE PERMANENT, READABLE END USER-FACING CODES

There are various stages of handling in the supply chain process so it is crucial that  
once an identification code has been printed onto a product, like a jar of peanut  
butter, the unique lot, batch or “Best By” code remains legible on that jar. You’ll want  
to ensure that your message both adheres to the product packaging and is visible and 
legible for consumers.

Different printers are required for printing on different packaging types. CIJ can  
print on the widest range of packaging substrates, including plastic bags and pouches, 
glass, metal cans, flow packs and shrink wrap. A variety of inks with different  
adhesion properties as well as colors are available to achieve durable marks.  
The ink is quick drying, and the variety of colors nearly guarantees that printing will  
be high-contrast against any color packaging for easy 
customer readability.

Laser makes a permanent mark in most materials 
including glass, plastic and rubber. A permanent mark 
ensures against counterfeiting. Depending on the 
packaging type, you may achieve a high-contrast mark 
because lasers do not utilize ink. For example, printing 
a lot code on a clear plastic jar would not offer high-
contrast if etched with laser as compared to black ink 
from a CIJ printer.

TIJ provides a durable mark on shrink wraps, some 
films, paper, chipboard and corrugate. Because TIJ 
cartridges offer a selection of colors and formulas for 
porous and non-porous substrates, they are an effective 
option for flat surface coding.  

If the coding on the package is inconsistent or is not 
applied properly, the financial and health risks increase 
in the event the batch is found to be defective.

CONSIDER YOUR PACKAGING 
SUBSTRATE WHEN CHOOSING  
YOUR CODING SOLUTION

 Is it porous or non-porous?

 Is it light or dark-colored?

 Is it a curved or flat?

Understanding how to meet the  
coding criteria will be a large 
determining factor in your decision.



COMPARISON OF KEY FEATURES

Coding Considerations

Ink not guaranteed to be permanent  
but creates durable marks

Produces a permanent mark  
on many substrates

Ink not guaranteed to be permanent  
but creates durable marks

Creates high-contrast, visible marks 
using ink

Creates low-contrast codes on light  
colored or clear plastic or glass packaging

Creates high-resolution, visible marks 
using ink
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SIMPLIFY PRINT MESSAGE AND PRODUCT CHANGEOVERS

While end users must be able to clearly decipher information like the date code,  
lot code, batch code and expiration dates, it is the job of the production line worker  
to have the correct code on the correct products to make that data meaningful.  
Leading automated coding solutions have capabilities to simplify this process by storing 
multiple messages and creating unique, variable codes that can assist in the tracking  
of products from farm to fork. 

CIJ, laser and TIJ have wide ranging capabilities with regards to message storage and 
configuration with different production line settings. This aids the process of tracing a 
product through the supply chain process.

 CIJ: Top printers store up to 1,000 diverse SKUs with the ability to pre-program 
custom line settings with a meaningful name such as beans or milk for easy, mistake-
free product changeovers. 

 Laser: With message preview abilities, you can quickly browse and select the right 
message every time for error-free coding. 

 TIJ: The software stores hundreds of messages and can be quickly and easily changed 
with an option to remove the user interface once a message has been input. This 
offers extra message security as equipment operators will be unable to change or 
alter a message once it has been updated. 

It is essential for internal tracing as well as meeting customer expectations to have 
correct, specific codes on all food goods. Consider the time and money lost when 
rework is needed to correct a mistake in a production line, especially if you run lines 
for a variety of products. Look for solutions with icon-based software to make message 
creation and selection simple.



CODING AS PART OF THE SAFETY PROCESS

In certain cases, your external coding can work as an indicator that your  
products have completed a process, like retort canning. This is accomplished primarily 
with functional or process-specific inks like thermochromic ink, available for some  
CIJ printers. Thermochromic ink changes color when subjected to wet heat conditions 
such as common sterilization and retort canning processes indicating that products have 
completed a process. In addition to the visual verification feature, the ink adheres to 
metal cans and even oily surfaces to ensure codes remain intact throughout the process.

Special products and packaging require codes for various reasons, including internal track 
and trace, to identify origin, verify authenticity or provide information meaningful only to 
the producer.

Security inks that fluoresce only under UV light but otherwise create nearly invisible 
marks have been developed for CIJ to use on high value products like alcohol and 
pharmaceuticals. This discreet coding is considered an unobtrusive and secure way to 
track products through the production and packing process. Laser can also create low-
contrast discreet marks that do not interfere with the integrity of the packaging design  
or distract from customer-facing codes. Laser has the added benefit of creating a subtle 
yet permanent mark on packaging, especially on more high-end packaged goods like olive 
oil or liquor bottles which are subject to counterfeiting.

Ask yourself whether a functional or specialty ink could help streamline the verification 
of the completed sterilization process in your products. For example, a canning 
manufacturer may want to consider CIJ with a thermochromic ink to accomplish their 
coding and take preventative safety measures. If your products are high-end and subject 
to counterfeiting, laser coding is a great solution to create security codes that protect 
the reputation of the brand and protect consumers from fraudulent foods that cannot be 
accurately traced. 



CONCLUSION

There are many factors to consider when evaluating whether continuous inkjet, laser or thermal 
inkjet will best support your product identification needs and food safety requirements.
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 CIJ is an ideal solution for 
manufacturers running at high 
speeds who require durable batch, 
lot and date codes on a variety 
of packaging surfaces. CIJ offers 
a range of inks which adhere to 
porous and non-porous surfaces 
and create high contrast marks.

It is important to find the right marking and coding solution supplier that not only improves operation 
efficiencies but has a deep understanding of traceability goals and safety in the food supply chain. This 
allows you to keep your time and resources focused on meeting your preventative food safety guidelines. 

Contact us today to discuss the best options for your operation.

 Laser requires no fluids for 
an environmentally friendly 
option. Laser coding is a 
perfect option for high-end 
premium items that require 
internal tracing codes to 
verify authenticity.

 Thermal inkjet is an 
excellent choice for 
those production lines 
moving under 150 feet 
per minute and for 
production lines with 
limited space.


